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Abstract 
A Gas reservoir well limit test is commonly used to assess volumes of gas in place during the exploration-appraisal stages. In a 
high permeability reservoir with a strong aquifer support, however, using the transient pressure history to estimate connected 
volumes can be misleading if during the time of the welltest the aquifer provided some degree of pressure support. Volumes of 
gas initially in place may be overestimated due to the non-volumetric behavior of the reservoir-aquifer system. 
The motivation for this study stems from a welltest performed in a recently discovered offshore dry gas reservoir “Alpha” 
with an underlying aquifer. Due to limitations of production facilities the combined flow period was shorter than planned for 
and the reservoir was subjected to seabed tidal pressure oscillations. Analysis of the transient pressure response showed a high 
permeability formation. Late time pressure derivative behavior was not indicative of reservoir boundaries and an estimation of 
initial volumes of gas in place was made based on the radius of investigation and matching the pressure depletion trend. This 
approach estimated very large volumes of gas in place. However ambiguity in the pressure derivative late time behavior 
resulted into an uncertainty in the volumetric behavior of the gas reservoir and earlier made estimations of volumes.  
In order to reduce the uncertainty of volume estimations due to potential aquifer support an investigation was conducted 
which included numerical simulation of welltest pressure transients under different aquifer volumes and reservoir formation 
parameters to quantify the magnitude of support and assess potential errors in volume estimations.  Obtained results showed 
which reservoir parameters influenced the strength of aquifer and to what extent. 
In addition, for the simulation results to be applicable to the Alpha field, reservoir-aquifer connectivity as well as the size 
of the aquifer had to be verified. Reservoir-aquifer connectivity verification was performed by using several methods: 1) 
pressure derivative approach and 2) induced phase angle shifts in reservoir pressure oscillations caused by seabed tidal 
pressure variations. The minimum size of the aquifer was evaluated using tidal pressure data and reservoir/aquifer formation 
geomechanical data and fluid properties. 
 
Introduction 
Gas well reservoir limit tests are usually conducted at the exploration-appraisal stage of a field development project. 
Introduced by Jones, a reservoir limit test allows for a well to be flown at a constant rate till boundaries are reached and a 
pseudo steady state (PSS) developed. The slope of the PSS straight line is then used to estimate initial volumes of gas in place 
(GIIP).  In modern computer aided welltest analysis techniques a series of relatively short flow periods and buildups can 
substitute a classical reservoir limit test by applying deconvolution and pressure derivative analysis to identify formation 
properties, reservoir boundaries and estimate GIIP.  
 GIIP evaluations based on computer well test analysis software employ a volumetric approach. The gas reservoir is 
considered to be a simple tank of constant volume
1
 filled with gas at an initial pressure and temperature. During the welltest, 
produced gas causes the average pressure in the reservoir to decline. In a pressure history plot each successive buildup 
stabilizes at a lower pressure value showing a general depletion trend. The depletion trend, volumes of gas produced and the 
radius of investigation serve as the basis for estimating GIIP. Evaluation of GIIP requires that a match on the pressure 
derivative and on the pressure history plot is achieved as a prerequisite. 
However gas reservoirs with an adjoining aquifer bearing formations behave differently from the simple tank model. If 
there is a pressure drop at the gas water interface (GWC) due to gas production, the decline in pressure at the GWC can cause 
the aquifer to expand into the gas zone. The simple tank behavior of gas is no more valid. The tank volume is constantly 
reduced by the expanding aquifer. In this case the pressure depletion trend is influenced not only by the volume of gas 
produced but also by the contracting tank volume. A strong aquifer may mask the depletion trend – the pressure drop due to 
the gas extracted is compensated by the pressure increase due to reduction of the initial pore volume due to aquifer invasion. 
This has been shown to be valid for gas production on a relatively large time scale (months, years).  However in the time 
frame of a welltest (hours, days) aquifer support may not be so evident. A large number of factors may influence the speed and 
degree of aquifer support during a well test: permeability of the gas and aquifer zones; size of the aquifer and area of contact at 
the GWC; volume of gas initially in place; produced volumes during the welltest. Nonetheless if the adjoining aquifer 
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provided some degree of pressure support during a welltest then the resulting pressure history (depletion trend) may not be 
indicative of the actual gas depletion trend and give an over estimation of gas in place.  
The main objective of this study is to investigate the degree of influence an underlying aquifer may have on the transient 
pressure history recorded during a gas well reservoir limit test and how this influence may affect the initial gas volume 
calculations. Field data acquired during the exploration and appraisal stages for a newly discovered offshore dry gas field 
“Alpha” with suspected active bottom aquifer support was used in this study. 
 
Previous work  
Jones (1962) introduced gas well reservoir limits testing using the PSS approach in estimating GIIP volumes. Gringarten 
(1978) extended reservoir limit testing to fractured wells. The subject of aquifers and transient pressure testing of gas wells 
was further addressed by many authors in different contexts.  Kaczorowski (1993) proposed a method for reservoir limit 
testing under water-drive conditions. This method is applicable in cases where the well test has data on two fairly long 
drawdowns at different constant rates. Chen, Chu et al. (1996) showed that gas reservoirs with edge water drive have a 
pressure derivative signature that can be easily identified. Dahroug, Baily et al. (2005) and followed by Yaich, Robertson et al. 
(2012) both illustrated how transient pressure testing can be used to detect and track gas water contact movement during 
production. There is sparse literature on the potential impact of aquifers on pressure transient response for gas reservoirs with 
active underlying aquifers in a time frame of a well test.    
 
Alpha Field Background 
Alpha is a recently discovered offshore dry gas reservoir. It consists of a thick gas zone of about 374ft and an underlying 
aquifer of 282ft that laterally extends beyond the gas zone. Both zones contain stacked amalgamated turbidite sandstone 
confined to channel dimensions (Figure 1). The reservoir sand stone is of good predominantly homogenous quality with high 
permeability and net to gross ratio, however some amount of shale streaks are present. 
 
Property Value 
Top reservoir (ft. TVDSS) 10302 
Dimensions (lateral, ft.) 30 000 × 20 000 
GWC (ft. TVDSS) 10676 
Initial pressure(psi)/Temperature (F)  4847.8/ 220 
Porosity 0.22 
Sw 0.11 
Vertical permeability (mD) from well 
test 
700 
Kv/Kh ratio 0.1 
Net to gross 0.9 
Table 1: Summary of key reservoir parameters 
 
Figure 1: location of the Alpha field with respect to the channel 
systems 
 
Figure 2: Top view of the full field model 
 
Figure 3: A-A cross-section view of the full field model 
Two exploration wells drilled into the gas and aquifer legs were used to characterize the formation. RFT data and Wireline 
logs define the GWC at 10676ft. TVDSS. Porosity and initial saturations were obtained from Wireline data. Permeability data 
was estimated from cores and a reservoir limit welltest performed on a well located at the crest of the reservoir. Table 1 
summarizes key reservoir properties. Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate the overall geometry of the reservoir-aquifer system. 
The field is influenced by the surface tidal loading phenomenon. During the well test all the buildups exhibited vivid 
periodic pressure fluctuations (Figure 4) due to ocean tide loading. Data on pressure variations on the ocean floor was recorded 
by a separate seabed gauge during the welltest.  
 
30,000ft
Channel
Aquifer 
influence
Aquifer 
influence
Channel 
boundries
Alpha 
Field
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Figure 4: Pressure history and rate schedule of the reservoir limit welltest and tidal pressure oscillations in the Alpha field. 
Top section of the graph illustrates tidal pressure fluctuations on the seabed. Mid section section shows downhole pressure history and the 
lower section illustrates the rate schedule. 
Approach 
Sensitivity analysis of the transient pressure response in a gas reservoir was conducted by numerical simulation of a welltest 
using a simple homogenous, yet representative in size and geometry model of the Alpha field. Key parameters such as aquifer 
size, vertical and horizontal permeability as well as GIIP were varied to see how they impact the depletion trend of the 
transient pressure history. To ensure consistency and applicability of obtained results to the Alpha field case, all the 
numerically synthesized welltests on the simple model were based on the same rate schedule that was designed for and 
implemented in the actual Alpha field welltest. Obtained results showed the degree and range of the potential impact of an 
underlying aquifer on the pressure transient response in a homogenous reservoir model case. 
In other to assess the impact using the full field model case, two important assumptions about the alpha field were 
verified/estimated. The existence of a good level of connectivity between the gas reservoir and the adjoining aquifer. In 
other words there is no impermeable barrier that inhibits flow of water across the GWC. The assumption of the underlying 
aquifer size. The size of the aquifer showed an impact on the transient pressure history in the simple model cases, therefore it 
is important to obtain at least a rough estimate of the aquifer size that can serve as an input parameter for the full field model 
simulation.  
To assess the degree of connectivity between the reservoir and the aquifer and estimate the aquifer size, tidal loading data 
recorded during the Alpha welltest was applied. The difference in phase angles (time lags) between the oscillating tidal force 
exerted on the sea bed and the resulting oscillating pressure response within the reservoir served as an indication of moving 
GWC. An approach by means of pressure derivative analysis was also applied to assess reservoir aquifer connectivity by 
applying a dual mobility
2
 model to understand if movement of the aquifer into the gas zone can be attributed to the specific 
pressure derivative signature that was observed from welltest data of the Alpha field. The difference in compressibilities of gas 
and water in connected volumes was used to estimate the aquifer size. 
A full field model of Alpha was used to simulate transient pressure response without an aquifer and with an aquifer of 
estimated size. Data from the sensitivity studies and obtained results from FFM were compared and a potential GIIP 
calculation error was suggested. 
 
Sensitivity Analysis based on a Simple Homogenous model 
Simple Model Description 
The Alpha reservoir-aquifer system was modeled as a 4 way dip closure 20x10
3
ft by 30x10
3
ft with the thickest column of 
374ft at the crest. An aquifer of uniform thickness of 282ft was represented by explicit grid cells under the gas zone in the 
model. Below the GWC a buffer of cells was laterally extended to represent water influx from the edges of the reservoir into 
the bottom aquifer. To model different bottom aquifer sizes pore volume multipliers were applied to the base explicit aquifer 
cells. Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate the top view and a cross-sectional schematic representation of the simple numerical 
model.   
                                                          
2
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Figure 5: Top view of the simple model 
 
Figure 6: Schematic representation of the simple model 
The model was gridded using the corner point method. An optimal grid size of 200ft by 200ft was chosen to represent both 
the gas and aquifer zones. The thickness of cells was set to 5ft. This choice of gridding provided an optimum balance between 
accuracy and simulation time. Reducing the grid size below 200ft gave a marginal increase in accuracy compared to the 
additional simulation time required. 
Key petrophysical parameters were taken from wireline logs (porosity, initial water saturations), well tests (Kh and 
Kv/Kh). The reservoir in both gas and aquifer zones was assumed to be laterally isotropic. The simple model was configured 
to run in a commercial numerical simulator (Eclipse 100).  
 
Measuring the impact of aquifer support on the transient pressure history 
A series of welltests with varying reservoir and aquifer parameters were numerically simulated using the Alpha field rate 
schedule (Figure 4). The final pressure value at the end of the last build-up was recorded for each simulated pressure history 
response. In each group of simulations with similar reservoir parameters a single transient pressure response case with no 
underlying aquifer was set as a reference
3
. 
 
Figure 7: Simulated pressure history responses 
 
Figure 8: Schematic representation of estimating aquifer 
influence on transient pressure history 
The remaining welltest simulations in the group were compared to the reference case. ∆Pdepletion (gas) was calculated as the 
difference between the initial reservoir pressure, Pi and the bottom hole pressure reading at the end of the reference final build-
up. For welltest simulations with underlying aquifer, ∆Pdepletion (gas+aquifer) was calculated as the difference between Pi and the 
bottom hole pressure reading at the end of the final build-up. The former represents a volumetric depletion scenario and the 
later represents an apparent depletion scenario but with an active aquifer.  
Aquifer influence on the transient pressure, ∆Paquifer was computed as the difference between final pressure value of the 
reference build-up and the final pressure value of the last buildup numerically simulated in simple model with an underlying 
aquifer. ∆Paquifer represents the impact of an aquifer on the transient pressure response within the time fame of a well test. 
Figure 7 and Figure 8 illustrate the discussed above methodology for measuring aquifer impact on the pressure transient.  
 
Results on sensitivity analysis – aquifer impact on transient pressure response in a simple homogenous model  
The following set of sensitivity studies were performed on the simple homogenous model to measure the aquifer impact:  
 Variation of the vertical and horizontal permeability (Kv, Kh) of the reservoir aquifer system. Three groups of 
horizontal permeabilities were considered – 700mD, 2000mD, 4000mD. For each group vertical permeability was 
varied by changing Kv/Kh ratios in the range from 0.1 to 1.0. 
 Relative bottom aquifer sizes of x1, x2, x3, x4 and x5 were also applied. All the size variations of bottom aquifers 
were additionally extended laterally to form an edge infinite acting aquifer with a 360 degree angle of influence  
 GIIP volumes of 3.8Tscf, 1.9Tscf, 0.95Tscf and 0.5Tscf were considered in the simulation 
                                                          
3
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Figure 9: Sensitivity of final buildup pressure to relative aquifer 
size and Kv/Kh ratio for 3.8Tscf GIIP and 700mD Kh 
 
Figure 10: Sensitivity of final buildup pressure to relative aquifer 
size and horizontal permeability for  3.8 Tscf GIIP and Kv/Kh=0.1 
 
 
Figure 11: Sensitivity of final buildup pressure to relative aquifer 
size and horizontal permeability for  1.9 Tscf GIIP and Kv/Kh=0.1 
 
Figure 12: Sensitivity of final buildup pressure to relative aquifer 
size and horizontal permeability for  1.9 Tscf GIIP and Kv/Kh=0.1 
Initial reservoir pressure – 4847.8 psi; Charts in Figures 10,11 &12 are plotted with Kv/Kh =0.1; Relative aquifer size = (Aquifer pore 
volume)/(Reservoir pore volume); B – Bottom aquifer of fixed relative volume; B&Inf – Bottom aquifer of fixed relative volume extending 
laterally and infinite acting; md – horizontal permeability in millidarcys; Final build-up pressure - The final pressure value at the end of 
the last build-up; The final build-up pressure value at Relative aquifer size = “0” represents a gas tank with volumetric depletion (reference 
response) 
Simulation runs with horizontal permeability of 700mD, GIIP - 3.8Tscf and varying Kv/Kh ratios from 0.1 to 1.0 showed a 
negligible difference on the final build-up pressure values – between 0.0005psi and 0.0010psi (see Figure 9).The same results 
were obtained for very high values of Kh - 4000mD, low GIIP volumes - 0.5Tscf and with relative aquifer sizes ranging from 
x1 to x5, including infinite acting edge aquifers. This suggests that in high permeability formations an anisotropy in vertical 
permeability (kv/kh ratio of 0.1 and above) has a marginal influence on the magnitude of pressure support from an underlying 
aquifer within the time frame of a welltest. 
Figure 10 shows results from welltest simulations on models with GIIP of 3.8Tscf. ∆Paquifer for all the three horizontal 
permeability groups (700mD, 2000mD, 4000mD) was practically of similar value and ranged between 0.0039psi – 0.0080psi. 
The later value obtained from simulations with horizontal permeabilities of 4000mD, and x5 bottom relative aquifer size 
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laterally infinite acting. Taking into consideration that precision of modern downhole gauges is in the order of ±0.005psi and 
in situ noise of up to 0.01psi, such subtle pressure support will practically be undetectable. 
Welltest simulations with GIIP of 1.9Tscf showed that ∆Paquifer values range from 0.01psi to 0.03psi depending on the 
aquifer size and horizontal permeability (see Figure 11). These values are just above the in-situ noise level at the bottomhole 
and therefore can potentially impact the transient pressure response recorded during the welltest. Further reduction in GIIP to 
0.95Tscf and finally to 0.5Tscf exhibit a distinct trend in increasing pressure support from the aquifer. The Final build-up 
pressure plot in Figure 13 illustrates the trend based on a horizontal permeability group of 700mD. The 0.5 Tscf case  (Figure 
12) with the horizontal permeability groups of 700mD and 2000mD showed similar values of ∆Paquifer (0.2psi) on simulations 
with only bottom aquifer support, however runs with infinite edge aquifers for the 2000mD exhibited a higher value of ∆Paquifer 
compared the 700mD group. 
 
 
Figure 13: Sensitivity of aquifer support during a welltest to gas volumes initially in place for 700mD horizontal permeability case with 
Kv/Kh=0.1 
Initial reservoir pressure – 4847.8 psi; Relative aquifer size = (Aquifer pore volume)/(Reservoir pore volume); B – Bottom aquifer of fixed 
relative volume; B&Inf – Bottom aquifer of fixed relative volume extending laterally and infinite acting; Final build-up pressure - The final 
pressure value at the end of the last build-up; The final build-up pressure value at Relative aquifer size = “0” represents a gas tank with 
volumetric depletion (reference response) 
 
Figure 13 indirectly suggests the aquifer types that were involved in creating additional pressure support. In a model with 
GIIP of 3.8tscf a marginal pressure support was observed only from the bottom aquifer. The edge aquifer did not contribute to 
the pressure support (little or no difference in ∆Paquifer values for bottom aquifer and bottom/edge aquifer extending laterally).  
The decline in the reservoir average pressure was not sufficient to facilitate aquifer expansion beyond the area directly beneath 
the gas reservoir. As the GIIP volumes were reduced with successive simulation runs, the difference between ∆Paquifer values 
for bottom and bottom/edge increased. In the 0.5tscf case the bottom relative aquifer size of x1 the ∆Paquifer value is by 0.09psi 
lower than x1 bottom/edge aquifer acting infinitely for that same GIIP volume. 
Taking into consideration that additional pressure support from an aquifer was most sensitive to GIIP volumes and the fact 
that identical welltest rate schedules were applied to all simulation runs as well as same cumulative volumes of gas produced 
for all cases (≈ 35.0 MMscf), it can be inferred that for high permeability gas reservoirs the cumulative volume of gas 
produced during the welltest relative to the GIIP volume will be the key factor determining the magnitude of pressure support 
from an underlying aquifer. Larger cumulative volumes of produced gas force a greater offset of the average reservoir 
pressure.  
 
Gas Reservoir–aquifer connectivity analysis of the Alpha Field 
For pressure support from the aquifer to occur water has to flow across the GWC as the average reservoir pressure declines. 
Quite often barriers to water flow into the reservoir exist. Thin shale streaks or the onset of digenesis in presence of water can 
form such barriers. They can reduce the reservoir aquifer connectivity and effectively compartmentalize the gas reservoir from 
the aquifer bearing formations. The following methods were applied to assess gas reservoir – aquifer connectivity for the 
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Alpha field: derivative signature analysis of the welltest; analysis of pressure oscillations recorded on the seabed and in the gas 
section of the reservoir. 
 
Derivative signature analysis of the Alpha field 
Figure 14 shows the derivative signature from the Alpha field welltest. The time interval between 1 and 10 hours on the log-
log plot depicts a feature that can represent either a sealing fault, reservoir boundaries, a dual porosity/permeability behavior or 
derivative end effect. Performed welltest analysis excluded the sealing fault and reservoir boundary effects. Therefore if an 
analytical solution of a dual permeability model can show a similar derivative signature using in-situ gas and aquifer properties 
then the assumption of aquifer support during the well test can be strengthened.   
 
 
Figure 14: Derivative signature for BU#6 of the Alpha field welltest 
To assess the derivative signature analysis method applicability to bottom aquifer support, an analytical model for layered 
reservoirs with cross flow developed by Bourdet (1985) was applied. In his work Bourdet extended the (WARREN and ROOT 
1963) model of dual porosity to represent a 2 layer system where each layer flowed directly into the well.  
For the Alpha field case the gas reservoir–aquifer system was modeled as a layer of gas producing directly into the well 
and a layer of underlying aquifer with no production into the well but with pseudo-steady state cross flow into the gas layer 
(see Figure 15). This type of representation closely resembles the dual porosity model with the fissure system representing the 
gas zone and a matrix slab with flow only from one face representing the aquifer zone.  
Stewart (2011) addressed an important application of the dual permeability model in connection with support from a 
limited aquifer in an oil water system and presented a set of dimensionless parameters. For the Alpha field case the same 
approach was followed for the gas aquifer layered system. The formulas of the pressure equation applied and dimensionless 
parameters are presented in Appendix A. The analytical solution of the 2 layer system was calculated based on data in Table 2. 
The aquifer layer could only flow into layer 1 by cross flow. Figure 17 shows in dimensionless terms the pressure response 
and its derivative analytically calculated form gas and aquifer parameters of the Alpha field. After radial flow stabilization a 
barely noticeable decline and a return to the radial flow stabilization (a valley-like shape between 0.1 and 1 hour) was 
observed. This may hint on some insignificant amount of flow from the aquifer zone into the gas zone. However the fully 
penetrating well model was used in contrast with the Alpha well test that had a limited entry completion. 
To assess the derivative signature of a reservoir system with partial completion in the gas zone and an underlying aquifer, 
an analytical 4 layered model with pseudo steady state cross flow was also examined (Figure 16). Layer 1 represents the gas 
zone from the top of the reservoir to the start of well perforations; layer 2 has a thickness equal to the length of perforations; 
layer 3 represents the gas zone below the perforations and down to the GWC; layer 4 represents the aquifer zone.  A method 
proposed by Ehlig-Economides and Joseph (1987) and modified by Pascal (Bidaux,  Gringarten and Whittle (1992)) was used 
for the 4 layer analytical model construction. The resulting derivative did not exhibit any form of divergence at the final radial 
flow stabilization (see Figure 18).  
The derivative signatures analytically calculated could not reproduce the welltest derivative feature. The 2 layer model 
showed a marginal deviation from the radial flow stabilization, however the timing of this feature was too early – one log 
cycle earlier than expected compared to the welltest derivative. The 4 layer model did not show any deviation from the radial 
flow stabilization. These results suggest that the high contrast in mobility and compressibility of gas and water show the GWC 
as no flow boundary. As a result the observed derivative signature could not have been attributed to water movement into the 
gas zone and was most likely a derivative end effect. 
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Figure 15: Schematic diagram of a 2 layer model representing well 
with full penetration in the gas zone 
 
Figure 16: Schematic representation of a 4 layer model 
representing limited entry completion 
 
Figure 17: Derivative signature for a gas reservoir – bottom 
aquifer system based on a 2 layer model with well fully 
penetrating the gas zone 
 
Figure 18: Derivative signature for a gas reservoir – bottom aquifer 
system based on a 4 layer model with limited entry well 
# Layer Phi 
mu, 
c.p 
Cg, Cw, 
psi-1 
Sg, 
Sw 
Cf, 
psi-1 
h, 
ft 
kv, 
mD 
kh, 
mD 
rw, 
ft 
lambda omega kappa 
1 gas layer 0.22 0.02 1.50E-04 0.89 8.80E-06 373.00 70 700 0.8 - 0.937 0.96525 
2 aquifer 
layer 
0.22 0.42 3.99E-06 1 8.80E-06 282.00 70 700 0.8 8E-08 0.063 0.03475 
Table 2: Parameters for estimating 2 layer pressure derivative response 
# Layer Phi 
mu, 
c.p 
Cg/Cw 
psi-1 
Sg/ 
Sw 
Cf, 
psi-1 
h, 
ft 
kv, 
mD 
kh, 
mD 
rw, 
ft 
lambda omega kappa 
1 Top gas 
layer 
0.22 0.02 1.50E-04 0.89 8.80E-06 52.00 70 700 0.8 - 0.11 0.11 
2 Gas layer 
perforated 
0.22 0.02 1.50E-04 0.89 8.80E-06 131.00 70 700 0.8 2E-06 0.28 0.27 
3 gas layer 0.22 0.02 1.50E-04 0.89 8.80E-06 262.00 70 700 0.8 8E-07 0.56 0.58 
4 Aquifer 
layer 
0.22 0.42 3.99E-06 1.00 8.80E-06 262.00 70 700 0.8 5E-08 0.05 0.04 
Table 3: Parameters for estimating 4 layer pressure derivative response 
Surface Tidal influence and Reservoir – aquifer connectivity 
Tidal loading phenomenon in porous media has been observed since 1880 in mines and open water wells. The effect was 
first detected in oil and gas reservoirs with the introduction of highly sensitive downhole pressure gauges. Khurana (1976) 
presented the first work on pressure fluctuations during a well test on an offshore field. Shortly after Arditty et al. (1978) 
developed a theory to explain the response of a closed well-reservoir system to stress induced by earth tides. Hemala and 
Balnaves (1986) gave an overview of the application of tidal loading information to petroleum reservoirs. Reynal (2003) 
provided a theoretical solution for the aquifer size from the tidal signal. 
Hamala and Balnaves suggested that under tidal loading conditions the presence of an interface between two different 
fluids induces a pressure gradient across both sides of the interface (due to different fluid compressibility).This causes fluid 
perturbations in the vicinity of the interface and can be detected as a phase shift (time lag) between the forcing tidal pressure 
signal and the pressure response in the reservoir.  
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The degree of pressure signal attenuation in the reservoir also serves as an indicator for aquifer support. A gas reservoir 
with no aquifer support will have a lower pressure amplitude response compared to a reservoir that has an underlying aquifer. 
This phenomenon is also attributed to different compressibilities of fluids and the subsequent expansion of the aquifer into the 
gas zone.  
 
 
Figure 19: Chart above- Tidal signal on the seabed, chart below- 
pressure response form  
 
Figure 20:  illustration of phase angle shift and Pressure amplitude 
Tidal parameters value 
Measured gas pressure amplitude in the reservoir 0.032 psi 
Measured Tidal pressure amplitude on the seabed 1.4-1.7 psi 
Measured Period of oscillation 12 hours 
Measured Phase angle shift or time lag 24-36 minutes 
Table 4: Estimated phase angle shifts and pressure amplitudes 
form data on the Alpha welltest 
 
Arditty et al. (1978) showed that there is a phase angle shift and amplitude attenuation across the wellbore-reservoir 
interface which is due to wellbore storage and formation permeability. For high permeability reservoirs with Kh above 600mD 
the well-reservoir connection provides a negligible phase angle shift and amplitude attenuation.  Therefore for a well – gas – 
aquifer system the phase angle shift and amplitude attenuation factors for a high permeability reservoir can be estimated as –    
          [                                  ]                           
          [                                  ]                    
 
Figure 19 shows the tidal signal on the seabed and the resulting response in the reservoir recorded during welltesting 
activities of the Alpha field. The phase angle shift and pressure amplitude in the reservoir were measured by juxtaposing the 
seabed tidal signal and the buildup pressure response. This was performed with the aid of Kappa welltesting software (tidal 
correction process).  Obtained measurements are presented in Table 4. Mesured phase angle shift (time lag) of 24-36 minutes 
disicivly indicates aquifer flow across the GWC and thus good communication between the reservoir and the aquifer.  
Assessing connectivity through the pressure amplitude approach requires that the measured pressure amplitude is 
compared with a calculated pressure amplitude for a gas reservoir with no aquifer support. However this is complicated for 
several reasons. It involves a great degree of uncertainty with geomechanical data that is required to estimate the pressure 
amplitude as well as it has to be done under dynamic conditions of oscillating tidal pressure.  
 
Relative aquifer size estimation for the Alpha field 
Reynal (2003) provided an analytical solution to the diffusivity equation coupled with geomechanical data using boundary 
conditions that define a closed system of a gas reservoir with bottom aquifer support. This solution offers a way to use known 
reservoir/aquifer rock and fluid parameters to compute the phase angel shift and amplitude of pressure oscillations downhole at 
a certain distance from the GWC. The following reservoir/aquifer rock and fluid parameters serve as inputs for the analytical 
computation -  
 Gas and water compressibilities and viscosities 
 Reservoir/aquifer rock porosity and vertical permeability 
 Pore compressibility with respect to changing pore pressure at constant confining pressure -     
 Pore compressibility with respect to changing confining pressure at constant pore pressure -     
 Matrix compressibility (compressibility of the sand grains) -    
 Drained poissons ratio –   
 Height of the gas and aquifer column 
 Undrained pressures in the gas and aquifer zones  
The seabed tidal pressure oscillation parameters also have to be known – tidal period and amplitude of pressure 
oscillations. 
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Though the solution does not give a straight forward approach to calulating the relative aquifer size, it can still be used 
provided that the measured downhole pressure ampliude and phase angle shifts were available for comparison. The relative 
aquifer size is determined by using assumed values of aquifer column thickness to compute the pressure amplitude and phase 
angle shift until a satisfactory match with the measured down hole values is obtained (Figure 21).  
Key in the analytical solution computation is the determination of the tidal efficiency factor required for calculating 
undrained pressures. During surface (seabed) tidal loading, surface confining pressure,        is exerted on the ocean floor 
which is transferred through the overburden and on to the reservoir (assuming that there is no damping effect).  This pressure 
is attenuated within the reservoir to undrained pore pressure,     . The degree of attenuation,    or the tidal efficiency factor 
depends on the type of dilatation the reservoir experiences as well as the in situ formation and fluid properties. The reservoir 
may undergo uniaxial, biaxial or triaxial dilatation, however in the petroleum industry, the uniaxial case is usually considered 
as a more common phenomenon (Dean et al. (1994)). Reservoirs with large lateral dimensions compared to their vertical 
thickness deform mainly in the vertical plain.  For this study a formula for uniaxial case proposed by (Dean et al.) for the tidal 
efficiency factor,   was applied. 
Undrained and drained pore pressures are pressures within the reservoir that are caused by undrained and drained 
compression. The tidal loading phenomenon causes pore spaces in the reservoir and ajoining aquifer to contract/expand almost 
instantaneously. At that moment the fluid in the pores is considered trapped and as a result compresses with the pore volume 
(undrained compression). However a reservoir with fluids of different compressibilities (gas and water) will have different 
values of undrained pore pressures. This forces an instantaneous pressure gradient at the GWC interface that will facilitate 
fluid flow. Compression in the vicinity of GWC will be accompanied by efflux of water into the gas zone to equilibrate 
pressures. This phenomenon spreads by diffusivity throughout the whole reservoir until equilibrium is reached.  A dynamic 
behavior will arise where the undrained pore pressure will tend to decrease and drained pore pressure will tend increase. The 
extent to which these pressures converge depends on the frequency of the forcing pressure oscillations at the surface and 
permeability between equilibrating zones, in our case gas and water.  
 
 
Formation/Fluid parameters Unit Value 
Effective bulk compressibility (drained), Cbc psi-1 2.00E-06 
Matrix compressibility, Cm psi-1 1.36E-07 
Pore compressibility to confining pressure, 
Cpc 
psi-1 9.00E-06 
Pore compressibility to pore pressure, Cpp psi-1 8.8E-06 
Porosity, Phi 1 0.22 
Poisson’s ratio (drained), v 1 0.21 
Gas compressibility, Cg psi-1 1.50E-04 
Gas viscosity    c.p 0.02 
Aquifer compressibility, Cw psi-1 2.98E-06 
Aquifer viscosity,    c.p 0.42 
Gas zone thickness, L ft 374 
Aquifer zone thickness, b ft - 
Reference height above the GWC for 
pressure oscillations measurements and 
estimations, z 
ft 230 
Table 5: Alpha field formation and fluid parameters 
 
 
Figure 21: Schematic model of the reservoir/aquifer 
The Alpha field formation and fluid parameters outlined in Table 5 were applied in the analytical solution to generate a set 
of sensitivity charts for relative aquifer size determination (Figure 22, Figure 23). Performed calculations were done at a 
reference height of 230ft above the GWC to coincide with the position of the downhole gauge that was used to record the 
welltest transient pressure history. A listing of applied formulas is presented in Appendix B. 
Charts from Figure 22 and Figure 23 were used to estimate the relative aquifer size of the Alpha field. From welltest 
analysis the vertical permeability was estimated at 0.1 Kv/Kh.  Using Kv/Kh values, measured pressure amplitude (0.032psi) 
and phase angle shifts values (24-35min.) from Table 4, a relative aquifer size of «2» is matched with both charts.  
The estimated aquifer size represents the minimum “probable” volume of aquifer influencing the gas reservoir in a 
relatively short time frame. It is reasonable to suggest that the minimum probable aquifer volume is a suitable representation of 
aquifer size in the context of a well test.  It is also important to emphasize that the maximum aquifer size cannot be estimated 
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using the tidal pressure approach. In a reservoir with oscillating pressures stable equilibrium between the gas zone and water 
zone is never reached as vertical permeability and the frequency of pressure oscillations will limit the volume of aquifer 
encroachment into the gas zone.  
 
 
Figure 22: Relationship between gas pressure amplitude and Kv/Kh,  
Aquifer size for a fixed observation point 230ft above GWC  
 
Figure 23: Relationship between Time lag and Kv/Kh, Aquifer size 
for a fixed observation point 230ft above GWC 
Full field model simulation of the Alpha field 
Analysis performed in previous sections on reservoir/aquifer connectivity demonstrated that the aquifer in the Alpha field 
can potentially flow into the gas reservoir. Aquifer size was also estimated to be greater than 2 times the gas reservoir pore 
volume. These findings were applied to the Alpha FFT model and simulations were performed to generate bottomhole 
pressure responses using the original welltest rate schedule. A reference simulation with no aquifer was ran as well as 
simulations with bottom aquifer of estimated minimum size. Additionally the bottom aquifer was extended infinitely with a 
Carter-Tracy aquifer model. Results of the simulations were plotted against simulations performed under similar conditions 
but with a simple homogenous model (see Figure 24). 
 
 
Figure 24: Comparison of simulation runs of FFM and a simple homogenous model 
From the simulations results plot in Figure 24 it can be seen that the pattern of behavior for ∆Paquifer in the FFM model 
under different aquifer sizes is similar to that of a simple homogenous model with GIIP of 3.8Tscf. However a difference of 
0.06 psi in the final pressure value of the reference simulation was observed. This discrepancy can be attributed to the 
heterogeneity of the full field model as additional time was required for the pressure stabilization in the FFT case while the 
same rate schedule and test duration was applied.  
Figure 25 shows a plot of the transient pressure response data (gray points) of the Alpha field welltest juxtaposed with final 
buildup pressure values from simulations of the FFM and homogenous cases with an estimated relative aquifer size x2 and 
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different GIIP volumes. The plot also shows generated transient pressure responses for several different gas volumes with 
volumetric depletion (continuous lines following the pressure transient). Final build-up pressure values (colored squares) for 
the homogenous cases show the ranges of potential aquifer impact on the transient pressure response. For high GIIP volumes 
2.0 – 3.8 Tscf the impact is marginal and can be masked by the noise of the downhole gauge. 
 
 
  
 
Figure 25: impact of an aquifer on a pressure transient response in a high rate gas welltest 
However for GIIP of 1.0Tscf potential impact is significant. With an underlying and laterally infinite acting aquifer the 
final build-up pressure is influenced to the extent that a 50% error can be made in GIIP estimations. For even smaller GIIP 
volumes of 500Bscf, the error in volume estimation can be as high as 100%. Nonetheless the degree of pressure support that a 
very large aquifer can potentially provide in the limited time frame of a well test is not sufficient to mask the pressure 
depletion trend of a relatively small gas field of 500Bscf to the extent that the GIIP estimations from the pressure history show 
2.0 – 4.0 Tscf gas volumes.  
 
Discussion & Conclusion 
From a practical point of view the following statements can be made based on the carried out investigation on the potential 
impact of a strong aquifer on the transient pressure response of a high rate gas well reservoir limit test. 
1) In high permeability gas reservoirs with Kh>700mD pressure support from an underlying aquifer is of similar 
magnitude for all ranges of Kv/Kh greater than 0.1. This basically suggests vertical permeability greater than a certain 
threshold value does not impose additional pressure support from the aquifer. 
2) High permeability gas reservoirs with GIIP>3.8Tscf show marginal pressure support from the aquifer during the 
welltest. The magnitude of pressure support from the aquifer is easily masked by downhole in-situ noise as it falls 
with-in the range of ±0.01psi. This proposition is valid if the cumulative gas production is below 30-40MMscf. If this 
criteria is met then the transient pressure history response is approximately of volumetric type and a fairly accurate 
gas in place estimation can be made.   
3) Simulations with varying GIIP and constant cumulative production show greatest impact on the aquifer pressure 
support due to a greater decline in average reservoir pressure. For gas reservoirs with GIIP of 500Bscf a bottom 
aquifer can raise the pressure at the final buildup by as much as 0.2psi (see Figure 25). Such levels of pressure 
influence make the volumetric approach in GIIP estimations invalid. It can also be inferred that very high cumulative 
production volumes during the welltest can facilitate pressure support from the aquifer and as a result a non-
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volumetric pressure depletion trend may develop. 
4) Errors in estimating GIIP using computer aided analysis software can be neglected for very large gas fields (3.8 Tscf 
and above). However, fields with GIIP below 2.0 Tscf can be subjected to non-volumetric depletion behavior due to 
strong aquifer support and as a result the GIIP values may be overestimated up to 100% as the case was with the 
500Bscf field simulation. 
5) Simulation runs of the FFM model showed similar depletion trend to that of a large 3.8Tscf simple model. This 
suggested that the homogenous simple model is representative of the FFM. Application of the estimated aquifer 
volume showed a marginal pressure support that is smaller than the noise recorded by the downhole gauge.  
6) A specific pressure derivative signature for aquifer movement was not identified. Observed signature on the Alpha 
field well test was due to derivative end effects. Neither well test analysis nor application of a dual mobility model 
could support the explanation of the observed feature (Figure 14). 
7) Available tidal pressure data and well test data can be used to determine Phase angle shifts (time lags) that can serve 
as a quick analysis approach to determining the presence of an aquifer and the connectivity between a gas reservoir 
and an aquifer. This is applicable to high permeability reservoirs where the additional time lag from well to reservoir 
connectivity is marginal (above 600mD).  
8) Seabed tidal pressure oscillations recorded during a well test can be used to estimate the minimum aquifer size 
underlying the reservoir. However this method requires the knowledge of reservoir/aquifer formation geomechanical 
properties and is limited to reservoirs with bottom aquifers and high permeability formations.  
Nomenclature 
AGWC- area enclosed by the gas water contact GWC – Gas water contact 
   – Total compressibility LGR – local grid refinement 
FFM – full field model  PSS – pseudo steady state 
GIIP – Gas initially in place  RFT – Repeat formation tester 
GSPV –pore volume of the gas zone Sw- water saturation in the gas zone 
  - Thickness or height  TVDSS – True vertical depth sub sea 
Kv – vertical permeability   - Porosity 
Kh – horizontal permeability   - Viscosity 
k - Permeability  
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Appendix A – Dual permeability/mobility analytical Equation 
Equation below is a modified Bourdet equation for pressure response in a 2 layer system with only one layer perforated. 
The pressure response equation is solved in the Laplace domain and is inverted to time domain using the Shehfest algorithm. 
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Dimensionless pressure: Dimensionless time: 
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Dimensionless parameter that controls the cross flow between layers: 
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   3 (crossflow from one side of the slab) 
(  )    - Effective transmissibility with lumped vertical permeability of the aquifer zone 
  , is a representation of transmissibility of a semipermeable layer between the gas zone and aquifer that may exit due to 
possible digenesis in the aquifer zone: 
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Dimensionless parameter measuring the contrast between the 
mobility of layers: 
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Dimensionless parameter measuring the contrast in storativity 
between layers: 
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Appendix B – Aquifer size estimation from tidal loading data 
 
Tidal efficiency factor formula by (Dean, Hardy et al.) 
                     
   
 (   )
   
      
 
     change in pore pressure 
        change in confining pressure in the vertical direction 
   drained possions ratio 
    pore compressibility with respect to confining pressure with 
constant pore pressure 
   fluid compresibility 
    pore compresibility with respect to pore pressure with constant 
confining pressure 
 
 
An analytical equation proposed by Reynal (2003) coupling fluid flow and formation geomechanical properties is presented 
below: 
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   Gas and water viscosities 
   Biot's coefficient 
   vertical permeability 
   drained bulk modulus 
    drained pore pressure  
    undrained pore pressure 
 
 
To obtain the phase lag and pressure attenuation factor the above equation is solved with the following boundary conditions 
No flow at outer boundaries of gas and 
aquifer zones: 
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(  )    the top of gas zone 
    bottom of aquifer from GWC 
At GWC gas and water pressures are equal: 
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Fluid flow at GWC: 
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The oscillating pressure component     is the instantaneous pressure in the reservoir during exertion of pressure on the 
seabed,        , then                               
 
    is taken as a forcing function dependent on time and can be represented as -    ( )                   (  ) 
               Amplitude of the pressure occilation in the reservoir 
   Tidal angular frequency 
t – Time 
 
 
The following substitutions are made into the geomechanically coupled diffusivity equations: 
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The resulting equation is solved in the complex domain: 
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Below presented is the analytical solution: 
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Appendix C – Critical literature review 
 
SUMMARY OF LITRATURE REVIEW 
 
# Paper Year Title Authors Contribution 
1 SPE 
7484 
1978 Response of a closed well-
reservoir system to stress 
induced by earth tides 
Arditty, P. C., 
Henry J.R. 
Provided a solution for phase lag and 
amplitude attenuation between the 
reservoir and the well 
2 SPE 
 
1992  Analysis of Pressure and 
Rate Transient Data From 
Wells in Multilayered 
Reservoirs: Theory and 
Application 
Bidaux, P., 
Whittle T.M., 
Coveney P.J. 
Gringarten 
A.C 
Provided a method based to solve 
analytically equations for n layered 
reservoirs with PSS crossflow 
3 SPE 
 
1985 Pressure Behavior of 
Layered Reservoirs With 
Crossflow 
Bourdet, D. analytical solution for a 2layer crossflow 
in PSS 
4 SPE 
 
2005 The Application of Transient 
Pressure Testing to Track 
Phase Boundaries During 
Production - A One Well 
Case Study From UKSC 
Dahroug, A. 
M., Zheng S., 
Baily J., 2005 
 
Provided information on derivative 
signature for GWC 
5 SPE 
 
1994  Monitoring Compaction and 
Compressibility Changes in 
Offshore Chalk Reservoirs 
Dean, G. A., 
Hess A., 
Eltvik P. 
Simple relation for the tidal loading 
efficiency 
6 SPE 
 
1987 A New Test for 
Determination of Individual 
Layer Properties in a 
Multilayered Reservoir 
Ehlig-
Economides, 
C. A. and J. 
Joseph 
Provided a method based to solve 
analytically equations for n layered 
reservoirs with PSS crossflow 
7 SPE 
 
1986 Tidal Effect in petroleum 
well testing 
Hemala, M. L. 
and C. 
Balnaves 
Described the application of tidal pressures  
8 Msc. 
Imperial 
College 
London 
2003 Impact of aquifer on earth 
tide effects in gas reservoirs 
Reynal, T. d. Developed a solution to estimate aquifer 
size from tidal loading information 
9 Book 2011 Well test Design & 
Analysis, PennWell 
Corporation. 
 
Stewart, G. Formulated a set of dimensionless 
parameters to describe interlayer flow in 
the presence of a thin semipermeable 
barrier 
10 Water 
Resources 
Research 
Vol. 19(2) 
1983 Theory of earth tide and 
barometric effect in porous 
formations with 
compressible grains 
Van der 
Kamp, G., and 
J. E. Gale 
Application of Biot's poroelastic theory in 
the pressure response in aquifers with tidal 
effect 
11 SPE 
426 
1963 The Behavior of Naturally 
Fractured Reservoirs. 
 
WARREN, J. 
E. and P. J. 
ROOT 
The approach presented in this paper was 
used to model gas aquifer layered system 
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SPE (1985) 
Paper Title:  Pressure Behavior of Layered Reservoirs with Crossflow 
 
Authors: Bourdet, D. 
 
Contribution to subject:  Developed an analytical solution for a 2layer crossflow in PSS 
 
Objective of the paper:   
 
Methodology used:   Analytical solution   
 
Conclusion reached:  
 
Comments:  The double permeability/porosity model was used as  a basis to formulate the dual mobility model with gas and 
underlying aquifer.    
 
Book (2011) 
Paper Title:  Well test Design & Analysis, PennWell Corporation. 
 
Authors: Stewart, G. 
 
Contribution to subject:  Provided an explanation on using 2 layer models to represent aquifer support in oil fields. 
Formulated a set of dimensionless parameters to describe interlayer flow in the presence of a thin semipermeable barrier 
 
Objective of the paper:   
 
Methodology used:   Analytical solution   
 
Conclusion reached:  
Comments:  By analogy this method was applied in the gas aquifer case  
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SPE 426 (1963) 
Paper Title:  The Behavior of Naturally Fractured Reservoirs 
 
Authors: WARREN, J. E. and P. J. ROOT 
 
Contribution to subject:  Developed the dual porosity model of flow between fissures and the matrix. The approach 
presented in this paper was used to model gas aquifer layered system. 
 
Objective of the paper:   
 
Methodology used:   Analytical solution  
 
Conclusion reached: A set of analytical equations describing pressure response in a fractured reservoir   
 
Comments:  This model is a limiting case of double permeability  
 
Msc. Imperial College London (2003) 
Paper Title:  Impact of aquifer on earth tide effects in gas reservoirs 
 
Authors: Reynal, T. D. 
 
Contribution to subject:  Developed a solution to estimate aquifer size from tidal loading information.  
 
Objective of the paper:   
 
Methodology used:   Analytical solution for partial differential equation in the complex number domain  
 
Conclusion reached: Derived a solution for a gas and underlying aquifer system  
 
Comments:  The developed equations were not tested with field data  
Imperial College London  26 
SPE 24679 (1992) 
Paper Title:  Analysis of Pressure and Rate Transient Data from Wells in Multilayered Reservoirs: Theory and Application 
 
Authors: Bidaux, P., Whittle T.M., Coveney P.J. Gringarten A.C 
 
Contribution to subject:  Provided a method based to solve analytically equations for n layered reservoirs with PSS 
crossflow.   
 
Objective of the paper:  provide a universal solution to the multilayer system 
 
Methodology used:   analytical solution and application of liner algebra  
 
Conclusion reached:  
 
Comments:  Robustness of the method allowed for incorporation of boundaries, double porosities into the model with no limit 
on the number of layers. However there is a constraint to use the same PD equation for layers with crossflow.  
 
SPE 7484 (1978) 
Paper Title:  Response of a closed well-reservoir system to stress induced by earth tides 
 
Authors: Arditty, P. C., Henry J.R., 
Contribution to subject:  Provided a solution for phase lag and amplitude attenuation between the reservoir and the well. 
 
Objective of the paper:   
 
Methodology used:   analytical solution of equations and numerical simulation 
 
Conclusion reached: Reservoir properties can be estimated from analyzing earth tide effects in the reservoir 
 
Comments:  Showed that for reservoirs with permeabilities above 600 phase lag and amplitude attenuation is negligible 
Imperial College London  27 
SPE 23142 (1991) 
Paper Title:  A New Method to Monitor Compaction and Compressibility Changes in Offshore Chalk Reservoirs by 
Measuring Formation Pressure Variations Caused by the Sea Tide 
 
Authors: G. A. Dean, and R. Hardy 
 
Contribution to subject:  Simple relation for the tidal loading efficiency 
 
Objective of the paper:  Use of the tidal effect to monitor compaction and compressibility changes in North Sea Chalk 
Reservoirs 
 
Methodology used:    
 
Conclusion reached: Reservoir compressibility can be estimated from measurements of ocean tide effect on reservoir 
pressures 
Comments:  In some cases ocean tides amplitudes are different in some locations 
 
Water Resources Research, Vol. 19, 538 - 544 (1983) 
Paper Title:  Theory of Earth Tide and Barometric Effects in Porous Formations with Compressible Grains 
 
Authors: G. Van Der Kamp and J. E. Gale 
 
Contribution to subject:  Application of Biot's poroelastic theory in the pressure response in aquifers with tidal effect 
 
Objective of the paper:  Explains the theory of effects of earth tides and surface loading  
 
Methodology used:   vertical flow induced by earth tides or barometric pressure can be often be described by the diffusion 
equation involving pore pressure only 
Conclusion reached: Reservoir compressibility can be estimated from measurements of ocean tide effect on reservoir 
pressures 
Comments:  In some cases ocean tides amplitudes are different in some locations 
